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Introduction
• Bridge inspection is important for maintaining
public infrastructure
– Over 50,000 bridges in the US are deficient or
functionally obsolete

• But inspections require time, money, and
inspectors to conduct
• So we are investigating and developing automated
bridge inspection with multiple robots
– Save money and improve safety

Assumptions

• One operator overseeing many robots
– Heterogeneous teams of robots
– UAVs/Drones
– Deck/Steel climbing robots
• Different sensors (NDE) on different Robots
• We specifically inspect steel truss bridges
• Cooperatively inspect all steel members of bridge

Dr. Jim Hung La @
UNR

Consequences
• Teleoperation is too tedious or expensive
– One robot one operator will be too expensive when
you have many robots

• We need
– Control interfaces for multiple robot control
– Robot autonomy so constant supervision is not
needed

•  Simulation Training and Control System
(STACS)

Simulation Training and Control System
(STACS)

• Controlling a team of robots
requires training
• STACS trains operators to oversee
and control robot teams
– Practice inspections
– Control robots through interface
to ROS
– Receive info from robots’
vision/sensors
• Training to control robot teams that
cooperatively inspect all steel
members of bridge

Training
Simulated
world
Operator
Interface

Real world

Control

STACS interface

STACS demo

Underlying problem
• Teleoperation is too tedious and too expensive for
multiple robots  We need autonomy.
• For bridge inspection this means developing
automated routing.
– To follow a route means following a series of waypoints
– Minimally: robots need MoveTo  move from current
location to target location

• This work attacks the underlying optimization
problem of finding a set of routes that covers all
members in least amount of time

Route optimization
• Our Bridge Inspection Route Optimization problem maps
to the well-known Arc Routing Problems (ARPs)
– Our route optimization problems are NP-hard
• We develop a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with a new
representation for this type of problem
– And for versions of this problem with real-world
constraints
• Use GA to evolve efficient solutions to these problems
• Solutions map to inspection routes on bridge
– which can be used by inspection robots

Route optimization approach
• We develop a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with a new
representation for this problem
– Uses Dijkstra’s Algorithm to unfold routes

• Test GA performance across problems from literature
• Develop two separate methods to greatly improve
speed and performance of GA

– CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) parallelization
– Caching table

• Develop process for attacking real world bridges for
inspection

Genetic algorithms
• Heuristic search algorithms
inspired by Darwinian
evolution
– Introduced by John Holland

• GAs are effective even when
the problem is poorly
understood
– Much empirical evidence that
GAs are more resistant to local
optima

Genetic algorithms

• Evolve a population of
candidate solutions usually
encoded as strings
(chromosomes)
• Solutions are assigned a
fitness, which affects the
probability of becoming
parents in next generation
• Three main operations
– Selection
– Crossover
– Mutation

Arc Routing Problems (ARPs)
• ARPs are a broad range of
problems, each with different
constraints and formulation
• Include Chinese Postman
Problem and variants
• Related to famous Travelling
Salesman Problem
• Task is to find most optimal
route (or set of routes) to
cover every edge of a graph
under some constraints

Bridge  ARP
• Map bridge to a graph with vertices and edges
– Beams become edges, junctures become vertices
– Cost of edge proportional to its length
– Cost doubled when travel is uphill

ARPs prior work
• Lacomme et al used a GA on bi-objective
capacitated arc routing problem (CARP)
– Also tested memetic algorithm: combined GA and local
search

• Ahr et al developed heuristics for searching for
solutions to Min-Max k-Chinese Postman Problem
(MM k-CPP)
• Ahr et al also developed a tabu search algorithm
for the same problem

Route planning maps to MM k-CPP
• Split the task among multiple robots.
• Objective: Minimize the total inspection time
–  Minimize the length of the longest route

• Bridge inspection maps to MinMax k-CPP

– We formulate the problem with open routes (don’t need to
start and end at same vertex)

• Constraint

– Travelling uphill is more costly than travelling downhill
• This is modeled by Windy MM k-CPP

• Test GA on MM k-CPP and Windy MM k-CPP with open
routes

MM k-CPP for GA

• For a graph of M edges, and k inspection vehicles, chromosome has
length M + k
– Ordering of integers 1 to M, plus k special elements
– Each integer is the index of an edge on the graph
– Special elements separate routes among robots

Representation
• We convert a section of
the chromosome into a
route by unfolding the
representation with
Dijkstra’s algorithm
• Where two edges are
adjacent in the
chromosome, but not on
graph, Dijkstra’s
algorithm computes the
shortest route between
the two edges

GA Selection
• We use the highly elitist CHC generational scheme
(Cross-generational elitist selection, Heterogeneous
recombination, and Cataclysmic mutation)
– Each child population is of size N, and combines with
parent population to form pool of size 2N
– From pool, the best N solutions chosen for next
generation

GA Crossover and Mutation
• We use Order
Crossover (OX)

– Special method of
crossover that
guarantees routing
constraints
– Preserves ordered
segments from
parents

• We use Invert and
Slide mutations

Results - Runtime
• Runtime rises with the square of the number of edges

Result: Dijkstra’s dominates runtime

Can caching reduce runtime?
• For any pair of vertices, first time Dijsktra’s is called run
Dijsktra and store route in Cache table
• Subsequent calls to Dijkstra’s for this pair of vertices,
retrieves stored route from Cache table
– For N vertices, 𝑁𝑁 2 pairs of vertices
– In practice, 𝑁𝑁 2 is far fewer than the millions of calls during
runtime

• Large gains can be made by storing results from
previous Dijkstra’s calls in a cache table
• We use two tables: NxN for distances, NxNxM for
corresponding shortest routes

M is number of edges

Result: Caching reduces runtime

Caching cost
• Consider a graph of 200 vertices and 1000 edges
• Dimension of larger table: 200 x 200x 1000:
40,000,000 values
• Assuming 4 bytes per value,
– Memory needed = 152.59 MB

• Substantial but easily handled by modern
computers. However, memory may become
prohibitive on extremely large graphs

Can parallelization reduce runtime?
• GAs are easily
parallelizable because
all evaluations are
independent
• Evaluations are the
most computationally
expensive portions of
GA
• Expect linear speedup
For example: Double
the number of
processors requires half
the amount of time

Evaluate population
in parallel
Core 1

Core 2

Core 3

Core n

Graphics cards contain
1000’s of cores

Result: CUDA parallelization reduces runtime

Result: High performance on test problems
• First test was on a model bridge
problem instance
• Result on 1-CPP within 2% of optimal
• Speedup with additional robots close
to linear

Result: Routes for test problems
• Colors indicate routes for 2 and 5 robots

Result: 5-robot simulation

Result: Benchmarks are within 7% of lower bound

Benchmarks from Golden et al and Benavent et al

Result: Windy Benchmarks also good

Baseline: Uphill cost = 2 x downhill cost. We used average = 1.5 x downhill cost for each edge
Benchmarks from Benavent et al

New Interactive Tool
Converts real-world bridge to graph
• Greatly reduce time for planning routes on a given bridge
• Can produce arbitrary graphs for testing, or graphs with truss
structure

New Interactive Tool
Converts golden gate truss to graph

Real world bridge savings (Golden Gate)
• Total length of outer truss structure segment
estimated to be 57,044 ft (NBI)
• At Dr. La’s robot’s speed (0.25m/sec), this takes
19.32 hours to cover, assuming constant motion
and no battery concerns
• Our results support close to linear speedup,
– can reduce time in proportion to number of robots
allocated

• 10 robots = 1.93 hours, 100 robots = 0.193 hours

Summary
• Developed STACS prototype and ROS – Unity
Bridge
• New representation for Genetic Algorithms on
ARP routing problems
• Good results with GAs on MM k-CPPs for route
planning
• Two methods for significant GA speedup
• New interactive tool for mapping from real bridge
to graph format required for GA

Future work
• Integration into STACS
– User testing

• Additional constraints
–
–
–
–

Battery life
Change speed on edges already inspected
Multiples types of robots on bridge
Collision avoidance

• Test GA with new representation on larger testbed
of problems for more general results
• Combine caching and CUDA versions of GA
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